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A centenary of  struggle 
for working class power 

CPB

Tax
the
rich!

s the tories are in some internal dissaray – not just over Johnson’s
Brexit strategy and his erratic behaviour – but because their confusion
over how to respond to labour’s highly popular public spending policy
worries some commentators that they cannot triumph over Corbyn’s
approach on these issues.

Giving ground on public expenditure runs against long standing tory
tropes that they are the party of  fiscal stability (aka austertity and cuts).

the Communist Party is not standing candidates of  its own but is
continuing to campaign on it’s main policies and the demand that the rich
be taxed to restore our public services gets an enthusiastic response.
Posters, pamphlets, books and banners at
www.communist-party.org.uk

open the way to working class power

CPB

GENERAL ELECTION

Carol StavriS

the CommuniSt Party approaches the
December 12 General election with the
same fundamental question it asks of  all

major issues: what is in the interests of  the working
class and therefore of  the people generally?

there are only a few realistic outcomes to this
election: a labour government led by Jeremy
Corbyn, a tory government headed by Boris
Johnson or a coalition government propped up,
in all probability, by the libDems, Scottish
nationalists or northern ireland unionists.

after nine years of  tory rule, assisted for the
first five by the libDem collaborators, the
working class and peoples desperately need a
government that will pursue alternative policies
to those of  austerity, privatisation, militarism and
war. Growing social inequalities of  income,
wealth and opportunity must be decisively
reversed. that will not be a tory government
nor one dependent on the libDems under an
‘orange Book’ right-wing leader such as Jo
Swinson or on the equally right-wing northern
ireland unionists.

Communists and other socialists understand
that Britain’s membership of  the eu will make it
more difficult and - in some areas - impossible to
implement the kind of  policies necessary to

promote full employment, the direction of
investment, public ownership of  key industries
and utilities, regional economic development, a
more progressive tax system and a substantial
redistribution of  wealth and power in favour of
the working class and the vast majority of  the
population. But this does not negate the
significant difference between the policies and
intentions of  Jeremy Corbyn and the labour
Party on one side and Boris Johnson and the
tories on the other.

millions of  workers, trade unionists, labour
voters (including those who want to leave the
eu), people in poverty, the unemployed, the
targets of  racism, peace campaigners and the
homeless would not understand how the
Communist Party in this General election
campaign could do anything other than call for a
clear-cut victory for labour and its left and
progressive policies.

these policies include a massive public sector
housebuilding programme; public ownership of
the railways, water, royal mail and Bt
openreach (to provide free full-fibre broadband
to all homes and businesses); large-scale
investment in public services; a job-creating
'Green new Deal’ for environmental security;
pension justice for women; new rights for
workers and unions including the revival of
sectoral collective bargaining; and substantial
increases in state pensions and benefits.

of course, the Communist Party will continue
to argue and campaign against eu and nato
membership and for the left-Wing Programme
of bold and radical policies to challenge state-
monopoly capitalism.

nonetheless, despite the gaps and weaknesses
in labour’s platform, if  implemented it would
have a positive impact on the lives of  many
millions of  our fellow citizens. it is in the struggle
to ensure that a labour government fights to
implement them that the labour movement
would learn most quickly about the class
character of  the eu’s treaties, rules, institutions
and most fanatical supporters.

therefore, the Communist Party will not be
standing candidates of  its own in this General
election. instead, we call unambiguously for a
labour vote everywhere so that labour wins
enough mPs to put Jeremy Corbyn into
numberten  Downing Street.

our activists and branch organisations are
called upon to approach their local labour
movement and labour Party bodies to offer
practical assistance in the General election
campaign.

three weeks of  struggle is a long time in
politics - labour and the working class
movement can win on December 12! 

Carole StavriS iS the CommuniSt Party’S
national WomenS’ orGaniSer

DUMP
TRUMP
QUIT
NATO
Donald Trump is coming to London in
December for the NATO Heads of State
summit. On Tuesday 3 December, the
Queen will be hosting a reception for
NATO leaders at Buckingham Palace and
it’s crucial we raise our voices against the
world's largest nuclear-armed military
alliance which is overseen by one of the
most reckless US presidents in history.
Donald Trump is a racist, a misogynist

and a climate change denier who
threatens communities at home while
destabilising the rest of the globe.
NATO, as an aggressive and expansionist

nuclear and military alliance, plays a
dangerous global role – it’s still in
Afghanistan 18 years on and is expanding
further into Eastern Europe, the Middle
East and Latin America.
The summit is a crucial opportunity  to

oppose Trump, his nuclear warmongering,
interventionism and destructive and
unpredictable social and political agenda.
Let’s unite against war and military
aggression and ensure President Trump's
visit to Britain will be met with the
response that it deserves.
Assemble at 4pm in Trafalgar Square

on 3 December for music and speeches
before we march to Buckingham Palace
saying loud and clear: 
No to Trump, No to NATO!
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USA

manuel e. yePe

it iS GooD that many on the uS left are
beginning to see that the clashes between trump
and his supporters against the so-called

“resistance,” reflect a “split in the ruling class.”
this is the view of  Greg Godels, the

prominent american communist journalist who
uses the pen name Zoltan Zigedy. it is a very
healthy advance because it rules out confusion
fomented by the Democratic Party leadership,
childish sensationalism, and the meaningless
simplicity of  the capitalist media.

this is a real and fierce battle between
different groups among the richest and most
powerful. it’s a conflict that gives deeper
meaning to the strange mischief  of  the trump
era.

Behind the harsh and illusory images of  a
corrupt vulgar person like trump, to whom only
the “heroic” protectors of  freedom and security
(FBi, Cia, nSa, etc.) object, hides a real struggle
for ideas, interests and the future. it is good that
more people are seeing it as a struggle between
the rich and the powerful fighting over their
different visions of  the future of  capitalism: “a
split in the ruling class.”

many times in the last two years, Greg Godels
has written about the emergence of  alternatives
to market fundamentalism such as neoliberalism
and globalization in the conventional wisdom of
the ruling class. he has argued that the rise of
economic nationalism in advanced economies is
an expression of  that alternative. intensified
competition in energy policy is offered as a
material symptom of  economic nationalism, as is
disinterest in maintaining a relatively peaceful
backdrop for securing and promoting trade.

the united States is more interested in selling
arms than in resolving its many wars (it is known
that Secretary of  State Pompeo convinced
members of  the trump administration, publicly
embarrassed by the massacre in yemen, not to
cut off support for Saudi arabia because of  such
a misdeed, due to the possible loss of  $2 billion
in arms sales).

a recent reflection by Joshua Green,
Bloomberg Businessweek national correspondent,
entitled The Dividends of  Anger, recounts how
the recognition of  the changing political terrain
provoked by the crisis and its direct consequence
in trump’s slogan of  economic nationalism
“make america Great again”, explains how it

was the anger over the financial bailout that gave
trump the presidency. Green recalls obama’s
infamous meeting at the White house with the
Ceos of  the major banks, where he frankly told
them, “my administration is the only thing
between you and the gallows.

reflecting on obama’s words, Green warns:
“millions of  people lost their jobs, their homes,
their retirement accounts and fell out of  the
middle class. many more live with an anxiety that
gnaws at them. Wages were static when the
crisis broke out and have remained static
throughout the recovery. recently, the Bureau of
labor Statistics reported that the share of  uS
workers in non-agricultural income has fallen
almost to its lowest level since World War ii.

this harsh indictment of  post-apocalyptic
capitalism captures well the conditions that have
fueled the fear of  such gallows. make no mistake,
those who rule the major capitalist centers pay
attention to anger, not to respond to it, but to
divert it.

the history of  american politics in the last
decade is the story of  how the forces that
obama and the Democratic Party failed to
contain, restructured the world by unleashing
energies on the left (occupy Wall Street) and on
the right (the tea Party). the critical mass of
conditions that led to Donald trump had its
genesis in these reactions.

trump was able to prepare a campaign based
on responding to anger with measures of
economic nationalism, patriotism and,
paradoxically, partisanship for the working class.

of course, the idea that trump was planning
to build a workers’ party or intended to
transform the republican Party into a “workers’
party” is ridiculous, but we are reminded that his
campaign was driven by anti-immigrant animosity
with the argument that jobs were being taken
away from them. When trump declared his
candidacy, americans of  all stripes were bitter
with the ruling elites of  both parties, and on that
rests trump’s opportunistic position of  attacking
them, including the republicans.

Greg Godels concludes that only a concerted
effort to create or nurture a truly independent,
anti-capitalist movement that addresses the real
needs of  workers makes sense today, when
bourgeois parties voluntarily sacrifice workers’
interests for the sake of  capitalism.

manuel e. yePe WriteS For ameriCa latino in

movimiento.  GreG GoDelS BloGS at

httPS://ZZS-BlG.BloGSPot.Com

Trump represents
a split in the US
ruling class

it’s time for
real change
COMMUNIST PARTY

the BritiSh rulinG Class are doing as much
as they can to prevent Jeremy Corbyn and the
labour Party from taking office as the result of
the General election’, Carol Stavris told the
Communist Party’s executive committee last
month.

‘Boris Johnson has been given the task by the
tory Party’s big business sponsors of  leading his
divided forces to victory on December 12, aided
by vicious daily attacks on Jeremy Corbyn by a
large section of  the mass media and by anti-
socialist elements within his own party’, the
Communist Party women’s organiser declared.

She welcomed the main proposals in labour’s
recently published election manifesto, ‘it’s time
for real Change’.

in particular, Britain’s Communists expressed
their support for measures to end austerity,
extend public ownership in the transport, energy,
postal and broadband industries, build hundreds
of thousands of  new homes in the public sector,
introduce a massive job-creating ‘Green new
Deal’ to combat climate change, restore sectoral
collective bargaining, extend workers’ rights and
replace student tuition fees by maintenance
grants.

noting that she was speaking on the eve of
un international Day for the elimination of
violence against Women, november 25, ms
Stavris warmly endorsed labour’s plans to end
the gender discrimination in state pension
retirement ages.

‘other parties recognise the popularity of
labour’s agenda and have been forced into
presenting watered-down imitations of  some of
its ideas - but unlike labour, they will not tax the
rich and big business to help fund the nhS,
education, housing and environmental security’,
she accused.

the Communist Party reiterated its call for a
labour vote everywhere, despite opposing the
latter’s intention to hold a second referendum on
eu membership instead of  honouring the 2016
vote for Brexit. the General election campaign
now demands mass activity and single-minded
determination, the Communists insist, rather
than defeatism or exaggerated optimism. 

Whatever the General election result, ms
Stavris argued than the working class needs a
stronger and more influential Communist Party
to open a new phase in the struggle for state
power. the party’s latest membership figures
show an 11 per cent growth in 2019 to reach a
five-year high.

internationally, the Communist Party executive
committee noted the upsurge in protests against
capitalist injustice and oppression from Bolivia,
Colombia and Chile to France, lebanon and iraq.
yet most of  the media’s attention and sympathy
is concentrated on violent rioters in hong Kong,
who are wrongly described as ‘pro-democracy’
protestors even after smashing up the chamber
of the island’s elected representatives.

Britain’s Communists urged a big protest in
london on 3 December against not only uS
President trump’s attendance at the nato
summit, but also the alliance’s imperialist policies
of rearmament, expansion, intervention and
nuclear proliferation.
www.communist-party.org.uk

Communist
youth back
university
teacher strike
SOLIDARITY

Britain’S younG CommuniSt leage has
congratulated the university and Colleges
union for its strike in their disputes over
changes to the universities Superannuation
Scheme, and over pay, casualisation, equality
and workloads.

“the uCu are also to be commended for their
success in garnering support for strike action in
the face of  the draconian restrictions contained in
the government’s anti-trade union laws. in the
ballot on uSS, 79% of  voting members supported
strike action, whilst the strike ballot over pay,
casualisation, equality and workloads, had 74% of
the voters support” said the young Communist
league.

Communist students in the yCl told their
fellow students: “many lecturers and other
university employees are themselves younger
people or postgraduate students. Some will be
your teachers who not only demand a fairer
education system for you, your classmates and
the rest of  the youth of  Britain, but are willing
to fight for it and deserve your active support.”

as with last year’s uCu strike action, the
yCl fully backed the lecturers, teaching
assistants and librarians in both their upcoming
struggles. Students in the yCl have joined
picket lines, supporting their lecturers. 

“their struggle is our struggle and we will
fight together to ensure the success of  the
strikes” said yCl general secretary Johnnie
hunter

“it is imperative not only for our own
education, but also to send a message that
working class solidarity will always overcome
the division and exploitation of  the bosses. the
fact that lecturers are having to go on strike
again, despite action last year, highlights the
situation that they find themselves in.

“the struggle against casualisation, for better
pay and conditions, is a struggle that we all feel.
Working class students and young people are
forced into more and more precarious
employment, with fewer rights at work, eroded
by government and unscrupulous employers.

“yClers working in the universities sector
can see this all around them and are taking
action. “the dynamic between students and
lecturers does not change this. if  anything it
encourages us, as students, as communists, to
fight for their rights, as we realise this is for the
betterment of  the wider education sector and
our lives as a whole” he said.

The Young Communist League magazine
Challenge is available at www.ycl.org.uk

Marx’s Das Kapital and capitalism today
robert Griffiths returns to the basics of  marx’s
critique of  capitalism to demonstrate its
relevance to the present day. this second
extended edition contains a new section on
marx’s ecological and environmental views.
iSBn 978-1-907464-35-5
£10  €11 (plus £2 €2.5 p&p)
www.manifestopress.org.uk


